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Maine Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry 
Bureau of Parks and Lands 

Moosehead Region Management Plan 
Advisory Committee Meeting 

May 21, 2015     5:30 – 8:00 PM 
Greenville Town Office – Meeting Room 

 
 

MEETING NOTES 
 
 

The Advisory Committee Meeting was attended by nine AC members:  
 
Bob Hamer, area resident John Simko, Town of Greenville 
Bob Guethlen, area resident Bryan Wentzell, Appalachian Mountain Club 
Erica Kaufman, Forest Society of Maine Luke Muzzy, Plum Creek 
Allen Phillips, area seasonal resident Rep. Paul Stearns, District 119 
Tim Obrey, ME Dept. of Inland Fish & Wildlife  
 
Additionally, 10 member of the public and the following BPL staff members were present: Peter 
Smith, Western Region Lands Manager; Kathy Eickenberg, Chief of Planning; Jim Vogel, Plan 
Coordinator; Rex Turner, Recreation Planner; Mark Albert, Forester; John Boydston, 
Moosehead Lake Seasonal Ranger.  Doug Denico, Director of the Maine Forest Service also 
attended. 
 
Welcome/Introduction and Purpose 
Jim Vogel welcomed the attendees and Bureau staff introduced themselves, followed by AC 
members and the general public.  A meeting agenda was provided (attachment 1).  The meeting 
was guided by the list of Moosehead Region Issues, Needs and Opportunities developed during 
scoping and subsequent BPL staff discussions, and which was distributed to the AC in advance.  
Jim expressed that the purpose of the meeting was to gain a fuller understanding of the issues 
and opportunities to be addressed in the Plan, including guidance on developing an overall 
Vision for each of the major properties covered by the Plan.   In addition, BPL wished to explore 
concerns of user groups and management challenges that may be associated with certain issues 
and opportunities.   
 
A Little Moose Unit base map and current resource allocation map were handed out.  Copies of 
the 2014 Central Penobscot Region Plan were passed around as an example of a recently 
completed BPL plan (with particular reference to the Vision statements) that the Moosehead 
Plan will resemble in general content and outline. 
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Plan Issues Discussion 
• Bureau staff and the committee reviewed and discussed the issues related to the Little 

Moose and Days Academy Units and Kineo/Farm Island State Park lands, as reflected in the 
attached record (see attachment 2; the comments expressed at the meeting are inserted 
into the 5-14-15 issues list in italics).  

• Time did not permit full discussion of Sugar Island, the Moosehead Lake east shore lands, or 
the smaller units that will be addressed by the Plan.  However, AC member were 
encouraged to send any comments or thoughts they may have on those or other lands in 
writing after the meeting, or to call the Plan Coordinator. 

 
Next Steps and Concluding Comments 
• Jim Vogel described the next step in the Plan’s development, to be completed over the next 

month or so, in which the Bureau preparing a Draft Plan; the primary task will be crafting a 
Vison for each unit and balancing protection of special resources, wildlife habitat, various 
types of recreation, timber management, and other uses of the public lands that are 
compatible with the overall vision.  

• AC members were also reminded of the opportunity to provide additional thoughts or 
comments over the next two weeks on both overall Vision statements and specific issues, 
and that an email and mailing address to submit comments are provided on the bottom of 
the meeting agenda.  The meeting was concluded with a thank you to all who attended. 

 
Additional Post-Meeting Comments 
• AC members Allen Phillips and Bob Guethlen, and local resident Jenny Ward, all of whom 

attended the meeting, as well as AC member Walter Opuszynski and long-time visitor 
Marcia Phillips submitted additional written comments in the two-week period following 
the meeting.   See attachment 3 for those comments. 

 
 
 
Attachment 1: Meeting Agenda 
Attachment 2: Plan Issues List with meeting notes inserted 
Attachment 3: Post-meeting comments 



 
 

Moosehead Region Management Plan 
Advisory Committee Meeting 

May 21, 2015 
5:30 to 8:00 pm 

Greenville Town Hall  
 

Agenda 
 
5:30 Welcome and Introductions, Meeting’s Objectives and Goals  
   
5:35 Little Moose Public Lands – Review of Issues, Needs and Opportunities; Discussion of potential 

management recommendations [60 min.]  
 
6:35 Days Academy Public Lands – Review of Issues, Needs and Opportunities; Discussion of potential 

management recommendations [25 min.]  
 
7: 00 Break 
 
7:10 Sugar Island and East Shore Public Lands – Review of Issues, Needs and Opportunities; 

Discussion of potential management recommendations [25 min.]  
    
7:35 Farm Island and Kineo Undeveloped State Park Lands – Review of Issues, Needs and 

Opportunities; Discussion of potential Management Recommendations [20 min.]  
   
7:55  Next Steps 
 
Adjourn 

 
You may send written comments to be considered in preparing the first Draft Plan by June 5 to: 

 
Jim Vogel 

Maine Bureau of Parks and Lands 
22 State House Station 

Augusta, ME  04333 
OR 

Jim.Vogel@maine.gov  
 

The webpage for the Moosehead Region Plan can be found at: http://www.maine.gov/dacf/moosehead_region.  
This page will be updated with draft plans and announcements about upcoming meetings and written comment 

periods.   

http://www.maine.gov/dacf/moosehead_region
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Attachment 2 

MOOSEHEAD REGION PLAN – ISSUES, CONCERNS, NEEDS, OPPORTUNITIES [5-14-15] 

5-21-15 Advisory Committee meeting notes [in italics] 

LITTLE MOOSE UNIT  

1. Recreation:    

Non-motorized trails: 

• Need for more consistent hiking trail maintenance (removal of blowdowns, blazing) 
o BPL is in the second year of trail repair work being performed by MCC crews, focused on 

area around Big and Little Moose ponds.  [Bob Guethlen and others] Other trail 
stewardship issues: can old warden’s cabin be removed? In poor condition.  Opportunity 
to rebuild trail at top of Big Moose to circumvent the development/infrastructure up 
there;  issue with trail markings being hard to find during winter (too low for snow depth 
that occurs); [Doug Denico] Baxter SP has dealt with marking of winter trails well, use as 
example 

o Potential for development of a volunteer trail steward group? [Luke] believe potential is 
there for a volunteer trail group; [Bryan] has been discussed by the Plum Creek trail 
advisory group, AMC has professional staff in Greenville to lead effort, and had adopted 
a trail; [John Simko] may be education and training role for AMC. 

• Potential for hiking trail across west side of unit, connecting Eagle Rock trail to west end of Little 
Moose trail (could be partly on Plum Creek); also potential for segments connecting Big Moose 
Mtn. trail to Eagle Rock and to Little Moose trail in vicinity of Big Moose Pond to create a large 
backpacking loop.  Some portions of these conceptual trails may also be suitable for single-track 
mtn. bike use. 

o Need to locate any new trails with objective to minimize impact on access to timber   
o [Bob Hamer] Little Moose is a top priority of Plum Creek trails group; support the 3 new 

trails extending from and linking existing trails being considered, all rated as “1” by that 
committee; [Allen Phillips] potential for new campsite on Eagle Rock trial (off unit); [Rex 
Turner] may also look at new campsites in conjunction with new trails in the NW corner 
of the unit 

• Potential for new Little Moose Mtn. trail parking area and trailhead off Rt. 6/15, on old road.  
Would need to remove old asphalt, which is too deteriorated to maintain.  Trailhead at motel 
could remain.  New trailhead would link to trail via snowmobile trail route.  

• Community interest in more opportunities close to Greenville (south part of unit) for family-
oriented outdoor day-use recreation; easy trails with connections to Wiggins Brook area, RR bed 
road/trail, and possibly to Little Moose trail.  Walking/biking trails could double as 
snowshoeing/x-country ski trails.   

o Have to contend with beaver issues in this area; RR Bed Road is sometimes flooded, 
limited options for dam removal 

o [John Simko] Looking for more easy, achievable day hikes; Little Moose Unit is logical 
place to do this, consider the unit a “diamond in the rough”; need to connect to the 
town, have a proposal for a permanent hiking trail; primarily to serve local population 
but also of interest to visitors (unlike most of the Plum Creek trails being considered); 
there are no interpretive or wildlife-oriented trails in the area 

o [Jenny Ward {non AC–member} ] There is no place close to town to enjoy trail running 
and other trail activities and not compete with motorized uses; want to get off RR bed 
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road; would like to develop a 10k loop trail that abut the Little Moose Ridge but does go 
over hiking trial; can use existing woods roads for some portion; would like width to 
accommodate side-by-side strollers; such a trail can host 5k races, popular fundraiser for 
non-profits; OK with harvesting in the area, key is to connect trails to town; consider a 
boardwalk on the bog area, maintained by a non-profit hiking group, like at Caribou Bog 
(Orono area); 1988 Plan proposed nature trails at the bog, the gravel pit pond area, and 
other appropriate locations.   

o [Bob Guethlen] Concern to preserve the authentic wild lands experience on the Unit with 
any new recreational development, with vista, wildlife, big trees; backcountry is 
important on the unit, too. 

Motorized trails:  

• More off-trail snowmobile riding has been observed in the higher elevations (off trail on skid 
trails when snow conditions are good);  

o consider connecting the north and south side snowmobile trails over the Little Moose 
mountain ridgeline (at gap between Big Moose Pond and Notch Ponds, following old 
roads and route of former club trail that could be re-established); has been discussed 
with MNAP in relation to rare/exemplary resources in the gap area; [Marc Albert] would 
serve to segregate motorized and non-motorized users if Plan encourages more winter 
trail use. 

o [Marc Albert] Connection will assist with need for new snowmobile trail west of 
Greenville the next 5 years, since Dyer Road and Brochu Road will be plowed during 
harvesting on abutting land. 

• Snowmobiles travel into Big Moose Pond from the west for commercial smelt fishing (IF&W 
program supporting bait fish market), but this is a non-motorized zone (LUPC Remote Pond 
buffer of ½ mile); ATVs also use this route now that it is kept open by snowmobilers  

o Need to discuss with IF&W need for continued smelt fishing on the pond; [Tim Obrey] 
would prefer to continue program, removal of smelt benefit trout, which they compete 
with, and it is also important economically. 

o If program is to continue, need to create a designated trail corridor, or stop the use 
[Marc Albert] Concern that allowing snowmobiles to use a trail corridor to the pond 
would lead to ATVs using the same route; have recently seen ATVs that used this route at 
the pond.  [Bob Hamer] This access should be seasonal (winter only) to respect 
backcountry.  [Bob Guethlen] Why can’t smelt fishermen walk in? [Tim Obrey] Activity 
occurs from Dec to April 1; snowmobile access is needed because use big drop nets, have 
8 qt. (not 2 qt.) limit  

• Side-by-side ATVs are cutting their way around gates that are too narrow for them to pass; need 
to work with ORV program on a solution 

o Need to widen gates or use “P” gates to allow ATVs to pass but stop pickups  
o [Bob Hamer] Had an ATV summit a year ago; side-by-side design is the trend; gates need 

to be upgraded to accommodate 

Other Recreation Opportunities/Needs: 

• ATV trail loop could serve runners and bike riders with some improvements to roughest sections 
o about half mile of road is unimproved now, with large rocks; BPL has been gradually 

improving road to complete the public use road loop  
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• Need to establish (or reestablish?) hand carry boat access to Wiggins Brook; existing informal 
put-in is just off Dyer Rd and RR Bed Road at the “pipe” where there is a small parking area and 
ramp down to the water; bog and stream below provide varied bird-watching opportunity. 

o May be potential to recreate a put-in at the impoundment, possibly in conjunction with 
dam repair [Marc Albert] BPL-owned dam has serious ice damage; paddlers are using 
bad put-in site at end of Dyer Road now.   

• Opportunities for mountain biking trails, possibly co-located in part on hiking trails?  Any way to 
connect unit to town with bike trail?  

o Potentially could make snowmobile trail linking the north and south roads (suggested 
for consideration in this Plan) accessible to bikes [Rex Turner] probably not compatible 
uses, in that mountain bikes need a very different type of design of trail 

o [Rex Turner] Have dropped consideration of co-locating bike trails on hiking trails, due to 
a number of concerns and challenges with the concept 

• Gravel Pit pond day use area needs maintenance work: remove brush around pond to allow 
mowing, reposition the fishing dock that is positioned too far above water, fix up trails and 
signage by water’s edge.   

• Potential recreational uses of the former landfill and borrow pit – e.g., non-motorized trails, 
wildlife watching (Town of Greenville will continue to lease the lands while meeting regulatory 
obligations for reclamation of the site; have completed required capping and revegetation).  

• [Tim Obrey] Unauthorized campsites at east side of Big Indian Pond are a mess, one is on a 
beach used by a lot of people; need a fire ring, perhaps a privy; campsites were proposed here in 
1988 Plan 

 

2. Access/Roads: 
• Good potential for winter non-motorized use if visitors know what roads are being plowed; need 

to determine what winter access – particularly on the North Road to Big Moose TH -- is 
reasonable to provide if not plowed for timber harvesting.  

o Plowing the road conflicts with snowmobile use of the road 
o Winter use of Big Moose Mtn. trail low when road is plowed for logging, difficult to 

justify plowing based on that low use [Bob Guethlen] If people know it is plowed they 
will come; previous winters, did not know of it would be open or not; try it for 5 years 
and evaluate whether to continue? [Bob Hamer] ideal would be design to accommodate 
both snowmobiles and road vehicles on North Road; design parking areas with day use 
options also, not just overnight. 

o Road is open for timber harvesting several winters each decade 
• Roads designated as Public Use must be constructed and maintained in a manner that permits 

lower-clearance cars than were formerly considered, to use them safely; limit height of crown of 
road, use smaller rock for surfacing.  

• Potential for improvement of the management road linking Mountain Road and the end of 
North Road at Big Indian Pond; road has been improved to Public Use Road standard except for 
middle section, one/half mile.  [Pete Smith] BPL is gradually improving the road such that the 
entire loop will eventually be at public use road standard. 

 

3. Wildlife/Special Resources: 
• MNAP has recent surveys of rare and exemplary resources on the unit (Big Moose Mountain, 

Little Moose Mountain, Wiggins Bog area), and has discussed with Bureau forester 
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4. Timber Management: 
• Much of the operable forest is visible from multiple vantage points both on and off the unit; 

therefore, planning of access and timber harvests require careful consideration of visual 
resources.   

o To protect visual resources, much of the unit should have a Visual Class II allocation, and 
Visual Class I should be applied near roads and recreation sites and other locations with 
close-up views of harvests.   

o [Marc Albert] On a 20-year cycle for commercial harvesting, have a firewood contractor 
active in the unit 

o [Allen Phillips] Appreciates how the Bureau has managed cutting on the Unit; clean, 
good-looking jobs;  

o [Bob Guethlen] Harvesting needs to be done sensitively and need to provide visual 
protection 

• LUPC PU-A zoning of the Big Moose Brook watershed due to former use as water supply for 
Greenville needlessly complicates timber management and adds considerable administrative 
expense.  Surface water supply in watershed has been replaced by wells and pumping station 
near Wiggins Brook.  Need to explore potential rezoning petition with LUPC.   

 

5. Administrative Issues: 
• Signage -- Need for more and improved signage and information for visitors  

o Staff agree that improved signage is needed at North Road entrance 
o A new Little Moose Unit brochure is also needed; Hard copy maps with rules are 

important to have for distribution; pass out many at Visitor Center 
o How can overall signage be improved and contribute to or complement the branding 

effort being pursued by the Moosehead Lake Region Economic Development 
Corporation? 

o [Luke Muzzy] Key is collaboration on consistent signage; also need a regional brochure; 
Plum Creek, AMC and BPL should put out one product together 

o [Bryan Wentzell] Dept. of Economic and Community Development works as facilitator for 
this type of collaboration; should consider need for on-line maps and apps for 
communicating about recreation amenities on the units 

• Firewood cutting permits -- Access to firewood is increasingly important to community, both 
individual and commercial harvesters; Town of Greenville would like return of firewood cutting 
program along Brochu [Dyer] Road.   

o Although cutting is done along the Dyer Road, the program is available along the North 
Road. 

• Gravel resource – Need an inventory to make best economic use of this plentiful resource.  Old 
inventory is not adequate. [Bob Guethlen] Do we have to reclaim vegetation at our gravel pits?  
[Marc Albert] BPL follows state law in regards to reclamation 

• Potential for sugarbush leases – Good potential exists; key concerns are compatibility of this use 
and potential conflicts with other land uses; need for Visual Consideration zones that would 
allow such an operation, while protecting views from public access roads.   

o Is tubing OK in Visual Consideration Class I zone? 
 o [Kathy Eickenberg] Sugarbush area becomes an exclusive use due to tubing; difficult for 

hunting or locating trails; need to consider public recreation impact. 
o [Erica Kaufman] Do we have a map of potential sugarbush areas? [Jim Vogel] General 

area is south of North Road and east of Mountain Road  -- indicated on map 
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• Railroad Bed Road – Community interest in potential for BPL to acquire the RR Bed Road 
corridor in fee, or an easement, to ensure future recreational access.  The corridor across the 
Unit and down to Shirley is owned by Penobscot Forest LLC, managed by AFM.   

o This issue has come up previously and is complicated by other ownership claims and 
numerous ROWs held by private individuals to access camps.  Acquisition in fee or an 
easement would require agreements with all current owners and ROW holders.  BPL 
ORV Division has a broader concern about continued access to this corridor for ORV use 
extending beyond Shirley, all the way to Abbott/Guilford area.  

o [Kathy Eickenberg] BPL has been pursuing ROW exchange related to northern segment 
of the RR Bed Road for some time, and will take action on this soon 

DAYS ACADEMY UNIT  

Issues/Needs/Opportunities 

1. Recreation: 
• Need to determine where ATV routes are appropriate on the shared use roads within the Unit; 

there are currently no approved ATV routes leading to the Unit.   
• Consider designating an official hiking trail on Shaw Mtn. (1997 Plan describes a rough informal 

trail); have identified a new location for an up and back trail beginning at the end of the 
management road to the southeast, near Farm Brook; would need to improve road, develop a 
parking area and signage. 

• [Bob Guethlen] Work is needed on the Little Kineo trail and the parking area 

 

2. Timber Management 
• The southern portion of the Unit can be viewed from nearby Kineo Mountain, and Little Kineo’s 

flat top offers 360 degree views; therefore, planning of timber harvests require careful 
consideration of visual resources.  

o To protect visual resources, areas seen from Kineo Mountain, Little Kineo, and Shaw 
Mountain should have a Visual Class II allocation.  

o Visual Class I should be applied near roads, shoreline campsites and camplot lease sites.  
Harvesting should also be conducted to minimize visual impact as seen from the lake.   

 

3. Access/Roads: 
• Need to determine what portion of existing loop road and spurs should be upgraded to Public 

Use Road standard 

 

4. Wildlife/Special Resources: 
• Boundary of protected area around Little Kineo needs to be adjusted to better match location of 

rare and exemplary resources (i.e., further upslope of west side, downslope on north side and 
perhaps east side) 

o BPL has discussed with MNAP, including recent MNAP surveys on which to base 
adjustments. 

• Project to reclaim old fields and perform other wildlife enhancement measures was begun a few 
years ago at Deer Head Farm, but not completed 

o IF&W biologist assigned to BPL is overseeing program to mow field on a biennial basis. 
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5. Administrative Issues: 
• Management road on southwest shoreline along North Bay was closed and gated due to 

resource issues; camp owners have repeatedly removed gate. 
• [Bob Guethlen] Signage on the unit (as well as others) is inadequate 

 

SUGAR ISLAND  

Issues/Needs/Opportunities 

1. Recreation: 
• Potential for more campsites, in particular group campsites, in closer proximity to Lily Bay SP 

boat ramp?  Potential for reservable campsites? 
• Visitors to Lily Bay need better information about boat-in campsites; need a simple, easy to 

reproduce map or brochure showing campsite locations and providing boater safety messages. 

 

2. Cultural Resources: 
• Need to locate old logging camps and determine if there are historical artifacts remaining that 

require protection;  artifacts will soon be more than 50 years old, changing status and 
requirements for protection 

• One Native American grave site is known to Bureau field staff; need to investigate possibility of 
additional grave sites (reported to exist during scoping) or other prehistoric archeological sites in 
consultation with SHPO and tribal representatives, and determine required protection under 
state law and regulations. 

 

3. Wildlife/Special Resources: 
• MNAP has recent surveys of rare and exemplary resources on the island and has discussed with 

Bureau forester 

 

4. Timber Management: 
• Most of the island is visible from the lake or from nearby mountains; high visibility of summer 

harvest operation makes it particularly sensitive; need to ensure that harvests are ecologically 
and visually appropriate.  

o Visual Class I is applied on the shoreline to minimize visual impact as seen from the lake.  
Much of the remainder should be Visual Class II.  

 

KINEO AND FARM ISLAND (undeveloped State Park land) 

Issues/needs/opportunities 

1. Recreation: 
• Need to provide a designated landing site for motorboaters or paddlers at Kineo, whether at 

the existing dock used by the commercial shuttle from Rockwood or at a new site; BPL 
Boating Facilities Division has completed an assessment of potential sites 

• Hiking trails need maintenance and better marking 
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• [Bob Guethlen] highlighted importance of improved trail maintenance and need for safe 
boat landing near trailhead / commercial shuttle available to the public using both 
motorized and non-motorized boats 

 

2. Cultural Resources 
• Scoping comments highlighted significant cultural education opportunities at Kineo; in 

particular, would like to see Native American history at Kineo, which was a regionally significant 
source of material for tools, told on-site to visitors.  Also mentioned was the opportunity to 
demonstrate ethnobotany on the island. 

• There are reportedly Native American burial sites on Kineo; unclear as to whether there are 
burial sites on BPL parcel; need more information on known and potential archeological sites 
(consult with SHPO and tribes) that may require protection.   

• [Maliseet attendees] Indigenous artifacts and burial sites are not mentioned except in reference 
to Kineo; may be present on other lands also.  David Robertson at UM could look at possible 
archeological/burial sites.  Red Paint burial sites are known at Kineo, one beneath current tennis 
courts on former resort property; artifacts were removed to Peabody Museum in MA.  

 

3. Timber Management 
• Timber harvesting on State Park lands is limited by legislation; any timber harvesting would be 

primarily directed at improving wildlife habitat (e.g., deer yards) 
• Availability of barge currently used in harvests at Sugar Island presents opportunity to conduct 

the more limited harvests on Farm Island and Kineo as allowed by law; in conjunction with 
harvests at Sugar Island, could provide for continuous harvests on the lake. 

 

4. Administrative Issues 
• Old building and a dump on Farm Island could be cleaned up using the large barges and heavy 

equipment used for Sugar Island timber harvests. 



 

 

 

Attachment 3 

Post-Meeting Comments 
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